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Mission Statement: Island Institute is a non-profit organization that serves as 
a voice for the balanced future of the islands and waters of the Gulf of Maine. 
We are guided by an island ethic that recognizes the strength and fragility of 
Maine's island communities and the finite nature of the Gulf of Maine 
ecosystems. Along the Maine Coast, the Island Institute seeks to:

•Support the islands' year-round communities;

•Conserve Maine's island and marine biodiversity for future generations;

•Develop model solutions that balance the needs of the coast's cultural 
and natural communities;

•Provide opportunities for discussion over responsible use of finite 
resources, and provide information to assist competing interests in 
arriving at constructive solutions.



Maine’s 15 Year-Round Island Communities



““The ocean provides jobs and The ocean provides jobs and 
supports the economysupports the economy””

Working Waterfronts

The coast of Maine is The coast of Maine is 5,3005,300 miles in length, only miles in length, only 2525 miles, less miles, less 
than than 1%1% of the coast is  devoted to commercial fishing.of the coast is  devoted to commercial fishing.

Those Those 2525 miles are within miles are within 149149 coastal towns which support coastal towns which support 
39,00039,000 commercial fishing jobs and contribute over commercial fishing jobs and contribute over $750 million$750 million
in state revenue. in state revenue. 



““The ocean is an important element The ocean is an important element 
in the heritage of many culturesin the heritage of many cultures””

Fishing embodies both the heritage and the reality of the Maine 
coast, but due to economic development pressure our fishing 

communities are being squeezed out of the coastal waterfronts.  
Working Waterfronts provide the doorway to the office which is 

the ocean for Fishermen.



“Everyone is responsible for caring for the ocean. 
The ocean sustains life on Earth and humans must live in ways that sustain the 

ocean. 
Individual and collective actions are needed to effectively manage 

ocean resources for all.”





Community and School 
Sampling Programs



Publications

‘Island Journal’ annual publication, ‘Working Waterfront’ monthly newspaper with 50,000 readers



Convening Stakeholders
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